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Response to a deteriorating baby should be:

• Timely to prevent further deterioration

• Achievable given demands on healthcare professionals 

• Standardised to prevent variation between shifts, 
hospitals and networks

• Carried out as a team

• Inclusive of parents and care givers
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What does this framework add?
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• Encourages a multidisciplinary response
• Collaboration

• Shared responsibility

• Reminds us to keep parents updated 

• Response tools
• Review record

• Joint escalation and review record
• Paper or digital
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Rose 
Rose is  born at 38+3 weeks by Category 2 Cesarean section for 
non-reassuring CTG and thick meconium liquor at 6cm cervical 
dilation

Rose started grunting at birth

Record NEWTT2 observations for 
thick meconium (NICE)



Rose
Rose has a total NEWTT2 score of 1 at 1 hour because she is still making grunting 
noises. She has had skin to skin and an early latch at the breast and sucked well.

You inform the shift leader who confirms to repeat Rose’s observations within 
another 1 hour as stated in the NEWTT2 escalation tool.



Rose
By 2 hours of age Rose’s parents are concerned because Rose is still making grunting 
noises. You measure all observations and note that Rose’s heart rate is plotting just 
over 160 beats/min in the yellow box.

You calculate the total NEWTT2 score and it is 3 , that’s is 1 each for grunting, heart 
rate and parental concern.

You refer to the NEWTT2 escalation tool and escalate to the Tier 1 requesting a 
review within 1 hour.



Rose
The Tier 1 arrives, and Rose’s grunting has settled so her parents are no longer 
concerned. Rose’s heart rate is assessed as 149 beats/min on the pulse oximeter 
reading and her saturations are 96%.

Together with Rose’s parents, you, your shift leader and the Tier 1 agree to continue 
the 2 hourly sets of observations as per NICE guidance and for the Tier 1 to be called 
again to review if there are any concerns from the parents, the maternity staff, 
yourself or the NEWTT2 score requires escalation using the NEWTT2 escalation tool.

As a team you document all discussions, review history, examination and 
observations, and the agreed action onto the patient record using the NEWTT2 
response form.



Rose
All appeared to be progressing, but Rose is now not feeding as 
well at 12 hours of age. Rose is grunting again and appears to 
be working harder to breathe. Yourself, the shift leader and the 
parents are concerned. Rose’s total NEWTT2 score is 8.

You escalate immediately to the Tier 1 and call the Tier 2 
yourself as you are concerned given Rose’s total NEWTT2 score, 
her sudden change and she just doesn’t look right.

Rose is reviewed promptly and requires admission to the 
neonatal unit for on-going care. 

You are informed later that Rose was initially thought just to be 
clearing retained lung fluid but after a chest X-Ray there are 
signs of meconium aspiration. Rose progresses well on the 
neonatal unit and is discharged home after a stay in high-
dependency. Rose establishes breast-feeding.



Thank you
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